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WB8SOA - ARTHUR KINGSTON
Dejah Thoris, obsessed with ﬁnding the legendary Gardens of
Mars, recruits her own expedition team of scientists. But once outside the palace walls, things don't go as planned, and the
Princess learns the hard way just how dangerous Barsoom really
is.
Dejah and John…captured! Whoever gains control of the Earthman’s secrets will rule all of Barsoom…just imagine a clone army
of leaping John Carters! Can Dejah access arcanotech in time to
receive help, or has she been reunited with her love just in time
for their DOOM!? The epic continues, from DAN ABNETT (Justice
League Odyssey) and ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO (Red Sonja)!
An epic adventure, reuniting ﬁction’s greatest lovers: Dejah Tho-

ris from Barsoom, and John Carter from Earth! But their reunion is
short-lived…THE LONGBORN, an ancient and mysterious race of
immortal “gods” have arrived to reclaim what is theirs: MARS!
Can Dejah and Carter’s love hold through a planet-sized war?
Find out, courtesy of superstar DAN ABNETT (Guardians Of The
Galaxy, Justice League) and ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO (Red Sonja)!
A ﬁnal chapter. A decision for a princess. And a return…of a lost
love? By DAN ABNETT (Guardians Of The Galaxy, Justice League
Odyssey) and SEBASTIAN PIRIZ (Disaster INC)!
The Gods of Mars is an Edgar Rice Burroughs science ﬁction novel, the second of his famous Barsoom series. It can be said that
the novel set the tone for much science ﬁction to come. Its in-
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ﬂuence can clearly be seen in franchises such as Star Trek and
Farscape. While Burroughs no doubt borrowed liberally from the
pulp ﬁction of his day, particularly westerns and swashbuckling
tales, the pacing and themes set the tone for the soft science ﬁction genre. The protagonist, John Carter, with his proﬁciency in
hand-to-hand combat and ﬂirtations with beautiful alien women,
could be said to have set the mold for later inﬂuential icons like
Captain James T. Kirk and James Bond.
Prepare yourself for Dejah Thoris, the exotic heroine of Edgar
Rice Burroughs' Warlord of Mars, as you've never seen her before! When her father disappears, Dejah Thoris assumes the
throne ... but she soon stands accused of treason, a victim of a
far-reaching conspiracy. Hunted by her people and devastated by
a terrible secret from her past, she embarks on a self-imposed exile, assuming a new identity and enlisting as a rookie soldier on
the farthest, deadliest borders of Barsoomian civilization. There,
the Princess of Mars seeks to unravel the mysteries of the past
and clear her name!
A Princess of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the American Civil War, goes looking for Arizona
soon after the war ends. After ﬁnding a rich gold vein, he collides
with the Apaches. While he attempts to escape the pursuit by hiding in a sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars,
called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants. Carter discovers that he has
great strength and superhuman agility in this new environment
due to its lower gravity and lower atmospheric pressure. He soon
stumbles upon a nomadic tribe of Green Martians, or Tharks, as
the warlike, six-limbed, green-skinned inhabitants of the planet
are known. Thanks to his strength and martial prowess, Carter
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achieves a high position in the tribe and earns the respect and ultimately the friendship of Tars Tarkas, one of the leaders of
Thark. The Tharks later capture Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium,
a member of the red Martian humanoid race. The Red Martians inhabit a vast network of city-states and control the canals of the
desert planet, along which its agriculture is concentrated. Carter
rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men in an attempt to return
her to her people. Later, Carter becomes involved in the political
aﬀairs of both the Red Martians and the Green Martians in his
eﬀorts to safeguard Dejah Thoris, eventually leading a horde of
Tharks against the city-state of Zodanga, the historic enemy of
Helium. By winning the heart of Dejah Thoris, he becomes Prince
of Helium, and the two live happily together for nine years. However, the sudden rupture of the plant of the atmosphere supporting the planet's dwindling air supply endangers all life on Barsoom. Desperate to save the planet's inhabitants, Carter uses a
secret telepathic code to enter the factory, bringing with him an
engineer who can restore its functionality. Carter then succumbs
to asphyxiation, only to wake up on Earth, left wondering what
happened to Barsoom and his beloved.
John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the American Civil War,
goes prospecting in Arizona immediately after the war's end. Having struck a rich vein of gold, he runs afoul of the Apaches. While
attempting to evade pursuit by hiding in a sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars, called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants.
Carter ﬁnds that he has great strength and superhuman agility in
this new environment as a result of its lesser gravity and lower atmospheric pressure. He soon falls in with a nomadic tribe of
Green Martians, or Tharks, as the planet's warlike, six-limbed,
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green-skinned inhabitants are known. Thanks to his strength and
martial prowess, Carter rises to a high position in the tribe and
earns the respect and eventually the friendship of Tars Tarkas,
one of the Thark chiefs. The Tharks subsequently capture Dejah
Thoris, Princess of Helium, a member of the humanoid red Martian race. The red Martians inhabit a loose network of city-states
and control the desert planet's canals, along which its agriculture
is concentrated. Carter rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men
in a bid to return her to her people.Subsequently, Carter becomes
embroiled in the political aﬀairs of both the red and green Martians in his eﬀorts to safeguard Dejah Thoris, eventually leading a
horde of Tharks against the city-state of Zodanga, the historic enemy of Helium. Winning Dejah Thoris' heart, he becomes Prince
of Helium, and the two live happily together for nine years. However, the sudden breakdown of the Atmosphere Plant that sustains the planet's waning air supply endangers all life on Barsoom. In a desperate attempt to save the planet's inhabitants,
Carter uses a secret telepathic code to enter the factory, bringing
an engineer along who can restore its functionality. Carter then
succumbs to asphyxiation, only to awaken back on Earth, left to
wonder what has become of Barsoom and his beloved.
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Dead Dodo presents the deﬁnitive John Carter volume for Kindle,
presenting the complete trilogy encompassing the ﬁrst three
books: A Princess of Mars; The Gods of Mars; Warlord of Mars.
This edition if formatted speciﬁcally for Kindle and includes full interactive menus throughout as well as an image library which includes original images from the books and rare artwork prints.
John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the American Civil War,
goes prospecting in Arizona immediately after the war's end. Having struck a rich vein of gold, he runs afoul of the Apaches. While
attempting to evade pursuit by hiding in a sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars, called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants.
Carter ﬁnds that he has great strength and superhuman agility in
this new environment as a result of its lesser gravity. He soon
falls in with a nomadic tribe of Green Martians, or Tharks, as the
planet's warlike, six-limbed, green-skinned inhabitants are
known. Thanks to his strength and martial prowess, Carter rises
to a high position in the tribe and earns the respect and eventually the friendship of Tars Tarkas, one of the Thark chiefs. The
Tharks subsequently capture Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium, a
member of the humanoid red Martian race. The red Martians inhabit a loose network of city-states and control the desert planet'scanals, along which its agriculture is concentrated. Carter rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men in a bid to return her to
her people. Subsequently Carter becomes embroiled in the political aﬀairs of both the red and green Martians in his eﬀorts to safeguard Dejah Thoris, eventually leading a horde of Tharks against
the city-state of Zodanga, the historic enemy of Helium. Winning
Dejah Thoris' hand, he becomes Prince of Helium, and the two
live happily together for nine years. However, the sudden break-

The untold story of the Red Martian princess! After learning of the
legendary Gardens of Mars from her grandfather, Dejah Thoris,
Princess of Helium, sets oﬀ on a dangerous scientiﬁc expedition
to save her dying planet. But things don't go the way she planned
when she encounters a mysterious Green Martian prisoner... A
prequel to Edgar Rice Burroughs' beloved book A Princess of
Mars.
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down of the Atmosphere Plant that sustains the planet's waning
air supply endangers all life on Barsoom. In a desperate attempt
to save the planet's inhabitants, Carter uses a secret telepathic
code to enter the factory, bringing an engineer along who can restore its functionality. Carter then succumbs to asphyxiation, only
to awaken back on Earth, left to wonder what has become of Barsoom and his beloved.Dead Dodo presents the deﬁnitive John
Carter volume for Kindle, presenting the complete trilogy encompassing the ﬁrst three books: A Princess of Mars; The Gods of
Mars; Warlord of Mars. This edition if formatted speciﬁcally for Kindle and includes full interactive menus throughout as well as an
image library which includes original images from the books and
rare artwork prints. John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the
American Civil War, goes prospecting in Arizona immediately after the war's end. Having struck a rich vein of gold, he runs afoul
of the Apaches. While attempting to evade pursuit by hiding in a
sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars, called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants. Carter ﬁnds that he has great strength
and superhuman agility in this new environment as a result of its
lesser gravity. He soon falls in with a nomadic tribe of Green Martians, or Tharks, as the planet's warlike, six-limbed, greenskinned inhabitants are known. Thanks to his strength and martial prowess, Carter rises to a high position in the tribe and earns
the respect and eventually the friendship of Tars Tarkas, one of
the Thark chiefs. The Tharks subsequently capture Dejah Thoris,
Princess of Helium, a member of the humanoid red Martian race.
The red Martians inhabit a loose network of city-states and control the desert planet'scanals, along which its agriculture is concentrated. Carter rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men in a
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bid to return her to her people.
Since the ﬁrst serialized adventures in 1912 of the Martian
Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved hero, John Carter, science
ﬁction and fantasy enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red
Planet, its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. In this second
volume of The Art of Dejah Thoris and the Worlds of Mars, the
ﬁnest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying world of
Mars to life, depicting scenes of brutal conﬂict with alien beasts,
quiet moments overlooking Martian wastes, and enticing visions
of an exotic princess at her most intimate. This magniﬁcent hardcover collection features the talents of J. Scott Campbell, Joe
Jusko, Frank Cho, Lucio Parillo, Tula Lotay, Mike McKone and
many more!
Dynamite proudly presents Frank Cho's Jungle Girl! Overseen by
co-writer and artist Frank Cho and infused with everything Cho
fans want to see -- beautiful women, thrilling adventures, and, of
course, dinosaurs -- Jungle Girl also features Co-writer Doug Murray (Red Sonja: Queen of the Frozen Wastes, The 'Nam) who's
along for the ride, as is series artist Adriano Batista (New Battlestar Galactica: Zarek, Red Sonja) as they bring the Jungle Girl to
life! This Complete Omnibus features all three "Seasons" of the
Jungle Girl series, collected for the ﬁrst time in one book! Jana the
Jungle Girl lives in a strange land - a land ﬁlled with dinosaurs,
prehistoric men, and much, much more! When a group of intruders ﬁnds themselves in need, Jana races to save them, kicking oﬀ
a chain of events that, with each new chapter, reveals more clues
about the nature of Jana, and of the island itself!
The peace John Carter brought to Helium and Thark is new and
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fragile. On the eve of a Red & Green festival to balm age-old hatreds, Dejah Thoris is kidnapped. The ordeal triggers her lingering
nightmares of abuse and helplessness at the hands of brutal
Tharks. And the kidnapper is nightmare personiﬁed: Voro. He
caters to a taste some green men never lost: the red meat of Helium women.
John Carter risks everything to rescue his wife, Princess Dejah
Thoris, from the clutches of his evil adversaries, but he is always
just one step behind! His battles cover the face of the red planet,
as his quest carries him ultimately to the mysterious northern
pole. Will this civilization, submerged in ice, prove fatal to our
hero? This is the third of eleven in the popular 'Martian' series by
Edgar Rice Burroughs.
“It is the face she glimpsed in her nightmare. A KILLER, armored
in jewels and precious alloys, brandishing an archaic weapon of
the forever days. He was waiting for them…waiting to strike…”
The stunning end of Arc 2, by DAN ABNETT (Guardians Of The
Galaxy, Aquaman) and VASCO GEORGIEV (Xena)!
Collects Marvels: Eye of the Camera #1-6. News photographer
Phil Sheldon's back, with the man-on-the-street's perspective on
the big events of the Marvel Universe, from the Avengers, the all-new X-Men and the Secret Wars to Dracula and the Werewolf By
Night. But this time, Phil's world is going to be rocked not just by
superheroes and super-villains -- but by something far more personal, as well.
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dark. Dejah will need help, and she may ﬁnd it in the return of her
true love…JOHN CARTER! By DAN ABNETT (Justice League
Odyssey) and ROBERTO CASTRO (Red Sonja).
The encounter that was destined to happen! When an alien scout
ship crashes on Mars, Dejah Thoris must risk reigniting war with
the Green Martians and becoming dinner for the white apes. But
the stakes are raised so much higher when the ship is revealed to
carry Vampirella, who is on a desperate mission of survival-one
that might end before it truly begins!
- Deadly appetites for power - and ﬂesh - threaten the life of Dejah Thoris, the proud princess of distant Mars! Intent on shattering the fragile peace between her red-skinned people and his
green-skinned species, the brutal Voro kidnaps Dejah away to his
underground hideaway. But it's not a ransom from her lover John
Carter that this rogue Thark is after. Voro is a butcher by trade,
and for the Green Men who never lost their taste for red meat,
the ﬂesh of Heliumite women is always in demand. Unless she
can break free from his slaughterhouse, the incomparable Dejah
Thoris will become the rarest of delicacies!
John Carter, the Confederate soldier transported to distant Mars,
must save his adopted world from an adversary who is every bit
his equal on the Red Planet: Captain Joshua Clark, formerly of the
Army of the Potomac and now the strategist for a species of starhopping conquerors. While Carter and his staunch ally, the Thark
chieftain Tars Tarkas, lead a legion of united Green Men and Red
Men against the alien assailants, Dejah Thoris - the princess of
Barsoom - is held captive by the bloodthirsty Clark in the fallen city of Helium. The "Invaders of Mars" storyline is cosmic-scale action and adventure, courtesy of Ron Marz, the groundbreaking

Dejah Thoris has saved her world from the catastrophic End Winter. Now she must help rebuild Barsoom to its former greatness!
But certain factions see beneﬁt in keeping Barsoom cold and
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writer of Green Lantern!
She's faced the cannibal Thark, Voro, and he's dead. She's
stopped his plot to terrorize Helium and destroy the peace between red and green people. Now, consumed with survivor's
guilt, Dejah Thoris does something beyond reckless: joins a team
of Thark warriors formerly under Voro's command for a suicide
mission. The Princess poses as their slave to inﬁltrate a savage
tribe of green Warhoons trekking across the Barsoomian desert
to an ancient, unearthed weapon. Vastly outnumbered, they must
stop the Warhoon lunatics from activating it with a psychic in
their midst - and turning it on Helium! Collects the ﬁnal story arc
(issues #9-12) from the Dejah Thoris and the Green Men of Mars
comic book series, complete with a pin-up gallery featuring the
entire gorgeous selection of variant cover artwork.
Martians live forever - everyone knows that. So what was Dejah
Thoris doing all those hundreds of years before John Carter arrived? Four hundred years before the events of Warlord of Mars
took place, Dejah''s nation of Helium was divided into two warring
city-states. An unscrupulous overlord from afar encouraged that
rivalry to his own advantage, until he discovers a terrible secret
from Mars''s ancient past beneath Dejah Thoris'' capital. A secret
to kill for! Collecting the ﬁrst ﬁve issues of the hit series in one
volume, with bonus material and a complete cover gallery from
artists such as Art Adams, Joe Jusko, Paul Renaud, Sean Chen,
and Ale Garza.
John and Dejah are captured! Despite this, Dejah is delighted that
John cared enough for her to attempt a rescue…perhaps their
love is not lost! But John, headstrong as ever, has handed their
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enemies exactly what they want… The epic continues, from DAN
ABNETT (Justice League Odyssey) and ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO
(Red Sonja)!
Since the ﬁrst serialized adventures in 1912 of the Martian
Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved hero, John Carter, science
ﬁction and fantasy enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red
Planet, its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. Fans and ﬁne
art lovers need dream no longer! In hundreds of full-color illustrations, the ﬁnest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying
world of Mars to life, depicting scenes of brutal conﬂict with alien
beasts, quiet moments overlooking Martian wastes, and enticing
visions of an exotic princess at her most intimate. This magniﬁcent hardcover collection features the talents of Alex Ross, J.
Scott Campbell, Joe Jusko, Art Adams, Paul Renaud, Lucio Parillo,
Francesco Francavilla, and many more!
“Barsoom has always been a dying world. Closer to death these
days, perhaps.” From DAN ABNETT (Guardians Of The Galaxy, Justice League Odyssey) and rising star VASCO GEORGIEV comes an
all-new vision of the Princess Of Mars! Dejah has been many
things: Wife, mother, royalty. But now, she is a determined scientist, dedicated to discovering why her world is freezing, and
which political factions know the secret of this global catastrophe? Experience glittering palace intrigue and visceral adventure
in the new ongoing adventures of DEJAH THORIS!
Within the ancient city of Thurd, Dejah Thoris ﬁnds what she's
looking for with the unlikely help of the green Martian. And a
long-forgotten secret of Ephysium comes to light…
From opposite ends of time, two heroines unite for an otherworld-
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ly adventure! Barbarella, the siren of space, meets Dejah Thoris,
Princess of Barsoom, and together they must solve a murder mystery that spans time and space in order to ﬁnd their way home.
Leah Williams (Adventure Time Comics, Age of X-Man: X-Tremists) teams with German Garcia (Action Comics, X-men) for a fun,
deadly, mind-bending epic!
John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the American Civil War,
goes prospecting in Arizona immediately after the war's end. Having struck a rich vein of gold, he runs afoul of the Apaches. While
attempting to evade pursuit by hiding in a sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars, called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants.
Carter ﬁnds that he has great strength and superhuman agility in
this new environment as a result of its lesser gravity and lower atmospheric pressure. He soon falls in with a nomadic tribe of
Green Martians, or Tharks, as the planet's warlike, six-limbed,
green-skinned inhabitants are known. Thanks to his strength and
martial prowess, Carter rises to a high position in the tribe and
earns the respect and eventually the friendship of Tars Tarkas,
one of the Thark chiefs.The Tharks subsequently capture Dejah
Thoris, Princess of Helium, a member of the humanoid red Martian race. The red Martians inhabit a loose network of city-states
and control the desert planet's canals, along which its agriculture
is concentrated. Carter rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men
in a bid to return her to her people.Subsequently, Carter becomes
embroiled in the political aﬀairs of both the red and green Martians in his eﬀorts to safeguard Dejah Thoris, eventually leading a
horde of Tharks against the city-state of Zodanga, the historic enemy of Helium. Winning Dejah Thoris' heart, he becomes Prince
of Helium, and the two live happily together for nine years. How-
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ever, the sudden breakdown of the Atmosphere Plant that sustains the planet's waning air supply endangers all life on Barsoom. In a desperate attempt to save the planet's inhabitants,
Carter uses a secret telepathic code to enter the factory, bringing
an engineer along who can restore its functionality. Carter then
succumbs to asphyxiation, only to awaken back on Earth, left to
wonder what has become of Barsoom and his beloved.
- Dejah Thoris has survived a horriﬁc ordeal at the hands of the
ravenous Thark, Voro. Now in hiding and mutilated, Voro is behind a terror campaign that threatens to destroy the peace that
John Carter brought to red and green inhabitants of Barsoom. The
violent Green Martian dreams of the streets of Helium ﬂowing
with the blood of its people. Traumatized, isolated, and ﬁghting
eons of race hatred, Dejah Thoris must stop the villain's red
ﬂood!
Only one issue to go on Dan Abnett’s spectacular run on DEJAH
THORIS! Secrets of The End Winter will ﬁnally be revealed! By Abnett (Guardians Of The Galaxy) and Sebastian Piriz (Disaster Inc)!
Includes three full graphic novels: Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris
Vol. 5: Rise of the Machine Men, Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris
Vol. 6: Phantoms of Time, Warlord of Mars: Dejah Thoris Vol. 7:
Duel to the Death.
Dejah has been many things: Wife, mother, royalty. But now, she
is a determined scientist, dedicated to discovering why her world
is freezing, and which political factions know the secret of this
global catastrophe? Experience glittering palace intrigue and visceral adventure in the new ongoing adventures of DEJAH THORIS!
John Carter, the hero from Earth, has disappeared. Before he van-
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ished, he assaulted loyal Heliumite guards and stole an ancient artifact. Now, Dejah Thoris -- the Princess of Mars and beloved wife
to the fugitive champion -- must investigate his mysterious
course of action and save him from the death penalty. No matter
how ruthless or reckless she must be, Dejah Thoris will stop at
nothing to prove his innocence... and in so doing, will stir up a
far-ranging conspiracy and earn the enmity of a madman called
the Red Reaper!
The Final Chapter of Seduction of the Innocent: Vampirella’s 50th
Anniversary year concludes with a mother-daughter showdown as
Vampirella confronts Lilith, the 400-year old sorceress, regarding
Lilith’s obsession with her ﬁrst daughter, the Warren-era original
DRACULINA who’s been lost in time for centuries and may now
have been incarnated as a human child who is obsessed with
Vampirella and demanding to become Vampi’s acolyte.
Dead Dodo presents the deﬁnitive John Carter volume for Kindle,
presenting the complete trilogy encompassing the ﬁrst three
books: A Princess of Mars; The Gods of Mars; Warlord of Mars.
This edition if formatted speciﬁcally for Kindle and includes full interactive menus throughout as well as an image library which includes original images from the books and rare artwork prints.
John Carter, a Confederate veteran of the American Civil War,
goes prospecting in Arizona immediately after the war's end. Hav-
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ing struck a rich vein of gold, he runs afoul of the Apaches. While
attempting to evade pursuit by hiding in a sacred cave, he is mysteriously transported to Mars, called "Barsoom" by its inhabitants.
Carter ﬁnds that he has great strength and superhuman agility in
this new environment as a result of its lesser gravity. He soon
falls in with a nomadic tribe of Green Martians, or Tharks, as the
planet's warlike, six-limbed, green-skinned inhabitants are
known. Thanks to his strength and martial prowess, Carter rises
to a high position in the tribe and earns the respect and eventually the friendship of Tars Tarkas, one of the Thark chiefs. The
Tharks subsequently capture Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium, a
member of the humanoid red Martian race. The red Martians inhabit a loose network of city-states and control the desert planet'scanals, along which its agriculture is concentrated. Carter rescues Dejah Thoris from the green men in a bid to return her to
her people.
Barbarella and Dejah Thoris make their way across the vast, endless waters of the mysterious water planet they ﬁnd themselves
marooned on. But after encountering all manner of never-before-seen creatures, they ﬁnd there’s not one but two dominant
species here…and they’re at war! And if that isn't enough to rattle our heroes, the discovery of just what planet they’re on surely
will!
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